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NICF WSQ FACEBOOK
MARKETING AND
ADVERTISING COURSE
Create Impactful Facebook Marketing
and Advertising Campaigns

THIS COURSE IS

ACCREDITED BY:

This course is accredited by SkillsFuture Singapore under the WSQ Skills
Framework ICT-SNM-3017-1.1 Marketing Campaign Management

TGS No.: TGS-2022015223 / TGS-2022015224
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Course Duration

Mode of Delivery

Course Fee

2 Days (16 Hours)

Classroom, Instructor-Led, Hands-On

9am - 6pm

Trainings are conducted live in Singapore

S$990
From $376.20 (inclusive of GST)
after 70% SkillsFuture Funding

WHAT IS THIS COURSE ABOUT?

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Globally, there are over 1.44 billion active users monthly,
surpassing China’s entire population (estimated to be 1.40
billion). In Singapore alone, there are over 3.1 million Facebook
users in 2017 and this is expected to reach 3.2 million in 2018, up
from 2.8 million in 2015. – Statista

According to Asiaone, Singaporeans are leading first place in terms of spending the longest time on Facebook, with a record average of 38 minutes and
46 seconds per session. Of this statistic, Singaporean mums spend the most time on Facebook than any other demographic group. Understanding the
local and international trends on Facebook translates to the need for brands to enhance their presence on this giant social network.
This 2-day intensive Facebook Marketing and Advertising course will enable trainees to develop a Facebook marketing strategy, launch compelling
Facebook marketing campaigns to drive leads/increase brand awareness, and review and optimise performance.
Through a mix of real world case studies, group work/discussions and hands-on implementation, trainees will gain practical knowledge and develop
confidence in creating and managing Facebook marketing campaigns.
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Target Audience
Marketing practitioners, copywriters, brand ambassadors,
business development personnel, public relations &
communications professionals, senior managers, business
owners, and interested individuals who want to understand the
impact of content marketing on their business and achieve
outcomes as outlined in the course objectives.
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Prerequisites
You are required to have basic computer navigational
skills such as opening and closing, dragging and
dropping, copying and pasting of files.
A personal Facebook account is also required for the
course

COURSE HIGHLIGHTS
In this course, you will learn:
✓ How to make use of Facebook marketing channels (Groups,
O ers, Events, Marketplace) to market your business &
products for free
✓ How to utilise Facebook Audience Insights to better
understand your potential customers and build relevant
audiences for ad targeting campaigns
✓ How to create multiple Facebook ad campaigns from ground
up, with step-by-step instructions and guidance from an
industry expert
✓ How to select the right advertising campaign objectives
(Brand Awareness, Reach, Tra ic, Lead Generation,
Conversion) that align to the marketing objectives (many
marketers get this wrong)
✓ Industry best practices in writing attractive ad copy,
designing visually-captivating creatives, and delivering
compelling promotions
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COURSE HIGHLIGHTS (CONT…)
In this course, you will learn:
✓ How to build powerful marketing audiences on
Facebook, segment and target them e ectively to
produce positive return on investment
✓ How to develop and implement Facebook ad
retargeting strategies
✓ Facebook Marketing Analytics: What to measure, how to
analyse reports, and what to do with the insights
✓ How to deploy A/B testing strategies and implement
continuous optimisation

ff
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COURSE OBJECTIVES
By the end of this course, you will:
✓ Review Facebook Pages and Interpret Facebook Page insights reports
as part of planning a Facebook marketing strategy
✓ Develop a Facebook marketing strategy that takes into account
marketing mix, competition, business objectives and KPIs
✓ Brainstorm & ideate on relevant interests to target using the B.A.P
framework
✓ Select Facebook marketing channels (Groups, O ers, Events,
Marketplace) to market a business’s products and services for free
✓ Define various Facebook Advertising objectives (brand awareness, lead
generation, conversion) and set up Ad Set deliverables (Sponsored
Newsfeed, Instagram, Audience Network)

ff
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COURSE OBJECTIVES (CONT…)
By the end of this course, you will:
✓ Create a Facebook Advertising campaign in alignment to marketing
strategies, operation plans and budgets (which includes Ad Set
variables (bidding & budget, audience targeting, location), and
designing a Facebook ad creative (Video, Carousel, Single Image ads)
✓ Create and define custom audiences, lookalike audiences, and build
core audiences with the Facebook Audience creation tool for better
ad targeting
✓ Develop and implement Facebook ad retargeting strategies
✓ Identify key metrics to track from Facebook Ads Manager
✓ Interpret the data from Facebook Ads Manager and make
recommendations to optimise campaign performance
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COURSE OUTLINE
PLANNING FOR FACEBOOK MARKETING
Instructor-led | Lecture, Case Studies, Demonstration and Modelling, Practice and Feedback

Introduction to Facebook & Facebook Marketing

Creation of a Facebook Page & Best Practices

▷ Overview of FB social media platform

▷ Why do you need a Facebook page?

▷ Market penetration potential of Facebook in the local context

▷ Creation of a Facebook Page for their company/brand

▷ The current & future Facebook ecosystem

▷ Populating the Facebook Page with the user’s key

▷ Di erences of FB advertising as compared to other marketing
channels

messages and branding assets
▷ Optimising of the Facebook Page for greater discoverability

▷ Examples of Facebook advertisements
▷ Defining people-based marketing – Core Audiences, Custom
Audiences & Lookalike Audiences

Competitive & Audience Analysis Using B.A.P Framework
▷ Analysing your potential customers and competitors
▷ Knowing their key interests and demographics data
▷ How to identify and streamline your target customers on
Facebook via B.A.P Framework

ff
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COURSE OUTLINE (CONT…)
MAKING USE OF FACEBOOK NATIVE
MARKETING CHANNELS
Instructor-led | Lecture, Case Studies, Demonstration
and Modelling, Practice and Feedback

▷ Facebook Events
▷ Facebook Marketplace
▷ Facebook Groups
▷ Facebook O ers

SETTING UP OF FACEBOOK ADVERTISING
ACCOUNT AND LAUNCHING A FACEBOOK
ADVERTISEMENT CAMPAIGN
Instructor-led | Lecture, Case Studies, Demonstration and Modelling,
Practice and Feedback

Facebook Objectives Consideration - Identifying A Suitable Objective
▷ Explaining the 11 different types of Facebook advertising objectives
▷ Identifying which is the best objective for your business
▷ Step by step guide on creating Facebook ads with the different objectives
(such as Messaging and Lead Forms)
Launching a Facebook Advertisement
▷ Anatomy of Facebook advertising campaign structure (Campaign, Ad Set,
Ad levels)
▷ Understanding the different types of Facebook Advertising objectives
▷ Audience, budget, scheduling and placement optimization
▷ Different types of creatives (Image, Video and Carousel)

ff
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COURSE OUTLINE (CONT…)
AUDIENCE SEGMENTATION CUSTOM, LOOKALIKE & CORE
AUDIENCES
Instructor-led | Lecture, Case Studies, Demonstration
and Modelling, Practice and Feedback

▷ Understand the differences between a custom, lookalike and core
audience
▷ Know the advantages & disadvantages of the different audiences
▷ Core audiences (targeting via locations, age, gender, languages,
interests and other digital parameters captured from Facebook)
▷ Custom audiences (targeting via customer file and Facebook assets)
▷ Lookalike audiences (expanding similar audiences based on a set of
audiences that is defined by the business)
▷ Step by step guide on creating the 3 different types of audiences
▷ Stakeholder interview questions on gathering feedback to improve
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targeting strategies

FACEBOOK ADS MANAGER - STATS
& REPORTING
Instructor-led | Lecture, Demonstration and Modelling,
Hands-on

▷ Understanding the reporting channel of Facebook
advertising
▷ Performance difference between different audiences &
creatives + optimization parameters
▷ Facebook Advertising optimisation strategies
▷ Essential Facebook Advertising metrics to track and
measure

NICF WSQ FACEBOOK MARKETING AND
ADVERTISING COURSE

CERTIFICATION
Certificate of Completion
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A SkillsFuture WSQ Statement of Attainment (SOA) – ICT-SNM-3017-1.1 Marketing
Campaign Management under the National Infocomm Competency Framework (NICF)
and Certification of Completion by Equinet Academy will be awarded to candidates who
have demonstrated competency in the WSQ Facebook Marketing and Advertising Course
Assessment and achieved at least 75% attendance.

TRAINER PROFILE

KOH YOET SIANG
YS is the Marketing Director of Equinet Academy. He has more than a decade of marketing experience and has
worked across 15 industry verticals, both at the client-side and in a 360° marketing agency he built early-on in his
career. Collectively, that agency has worked on more than 210 digital projects, ranging from SEO/SEM, web/
mobile app developments to digital advertising and media plans. Today, he is a consulting partner there.
A T-shaped marketer, YS has performed in digital consulting, marketing, growth, account management,
communications, and product & project management remits. He has served clients from corporate services, the
e-commerce space, financial services, non-profit organisations, tech companies and more. A few other industries
he has worked with include the government (GovTech), banking (DBS), insurance (AIA), professional services
(Page Group) and management consulting (Mastercard Advisors).
While working as a regional marketer at a global online travel agency, he revamped the email marketing channels
within a FY quarter, driving the EDM open rate from 10% to 30% across 11 countries and 6 languages. A former cofounder of an m-commerce shopping app (KIV), YS successfully used guerrilla marketing tactics to achieve a
S$10-per-customer acquisition cost during the dawn of the mobile apps era. During his tenure as an independent
media consultant, he audited the media plan of a client’s advertising agency of record (AOR), which resulted in a
3X conversion upli for the media campaign at one of Forbes Asia’s 200 best brands.

ft
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TRAINER PROFILE

KOH YOET SIANG (CONT …)
As an in-house career advisor at Equinet Academy, YS mentors trainees with regards to the contemporary skillsets and competencies required to thrive in the fast-paced digital marketing landscape of today. YS’ experience as
a trainer has seen him deliver digital marketing training to over 1,500 individuals. YS graduated with an MBA from
the National University of Singapore and holds a Bachelor of Business Management from RMIT University. In his
free time, YS listens to audiobook summaries and participates in spartan and triathlon races.
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WHY LEARN AT EQUINET?
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OUR CLIENTELE

COMPANIES WHO HAVE ATTENDED OUR COURSES
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ENJOY

ACCESS

COMPLIMENTARY REFRESHER

POST-TRAINING SUPPORT

Re-attend the course, free of charge. Up to 1
complimentary refresher for up to 3 years after the
last date of the course attended.*

The post-training support programme is available to past
trainees who have successfully completed the course. It
serves as a consultation to address any hurdles faced while
implementing the strategies and tactics shared during the
course on real world campaigns. Contact your course trainer
directly via email.

* Refresher seats are specially allocated for refresher trainees and are non-participative.
Refresher trainees may opt to take up participative seats subject to availability.
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GET

COMPREHENSIVE AND

HANDS-ON

STRUCTURED CURRICULUM

Retain knowledge better through practice and feedback. We
apply instructional design methodologies such as Gagne’s 9
Events of Instruction to enhance your learning and retention.

Course modules are designed to build on the foundations,
gradually leading up to the main course, and finally reinforcing
the concepts learned through practice and feedback.

EXPERIENCE
CURRICULUM AND COURSEWARE ARE

UP-TO-DATE
Our curriculum developers who are in
charged of keeping the curriculum and
courseware up to date are active
practitioners and experts in their
respective fields.

REALISTIC,

REAL-WORLD
PRACTICAL SETTING
Shorten your learning curve through realworld case studies and practical examples.

MODERN TRAINING
FACILITIES
Our training rooms are equipped with
laptops, 500mbps internet connection,
hexagon-shaped cluster seating, and
comfortable swivelling chairs, providing
you a cozy yet open learning environment.

GAIN
DEVELOPED AND DELIVERED BY

INDUSTRY EXPERTS
Our team of digital marketers are
passionate individuals dedicated to
imparting their years of knowledge
and experience to our learners.
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3-YEAR ACCESS TO
COURSE MATERIALS
Worried your course materials accessed a
year ago have become outdated? Fret not,
signing up for this course gains you 3-year
access to the course materials via our
learning management system.
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TAKEAWAY

ACTIONABLE
STRATEGIES
Takeaway actionable strategies,
WRITE HERE
frameworks, and processes you can
Feature
implement to new
or existingName
campaigns.

W H AT O U R T R A I N E E S S AY A B O U T O U R C O U R S E

TESTIMONIALS
Rachel Koh

James Edwardes Tay

“As a digital marketer myself, I do have experience handling
Facebook ads. Despite my prior experience, I still learnt quite
a lot from John, who was a very helpful and knowledgeable
instructor. Super patient and very engaging! I really enjoyed
his class and I do highly-recommend my other colleague or
friends to attend if they are interested. Thank you so much
for conducting this session!”

“This is probably one of the best course on Facebook that I
have attended in terms of the contents, the trainer's
expertise and experience.”

Madeline Puah
“The course and trainer exceeded my expectations. I really
like that it was a very hands-on course, navigating through
the entire Facebook platform in ads creation. The trainer
was extremely patient in handling the tech issues the class
faced and answering the questions we had.”
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W H AT O U R T R A I N E E S S AY A B O U T O U R C O U R S E

TESTIMONIALS (CONT.)
Edmund Seng Pei Ping
“I highly recommend this course to anyone looking to gain
real-world knowledge and practical skills on how to leverage
Facebook marketing and advertising for their organisation.
The trainer was friendly, highly knowledgeable, very
experienced (including real-life industry application
experience) and made learning fun for all.”
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COURSE INFORMATION
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COURSE FUNDING
The following course funding & subsidies are available for WSQ courses.
For more detailed funding information, visit www.equinetacademy.com/faq

WSQ Course Funding (Up to 70% Subsidy)

Skillsfuture Credit

What are WSQ Courses? The Singapore Workforce Skills Qualifications (WSQ) is
a national credential system by SkillsFuture Singapore that trains, develops,
assesses and certifies skills and competencies for the workforce.

What is SkillsFuture Credit? Singapore Citizens above 25 with SkillsFuture
Credits in their SkillsFuture Credit account may use it to offset any
outstanding course fees for SkillsFuture approved courses.

Calculation of funding eligibility
Original Course Fee: $990
Net payable fees after funding are as follows:

Absentee Payroll

COMPANY-SPONSORED
(SME)
COMPANY-SPONSORED
(Non-SME)
SELF-SPONSORED
(21 - 39 years old)
SELF-SPONSORED
(Above 40 years old)
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What is Absentee Payroll? Absentee Payroll (AP) funding is a grant to help
employers defray the manpower costs incurred when they send their
employees for certifiable skills training during working hours.

SINGAPOREAN CITIZEN

SINGAPOREAN PR

$376.20

$376.20

(Before GST: $297)

(Before GST: $297)

$574.20

$574.20

(Before GST: $495)

(Before GST: $495)

$574.20

$574.20

(Before GST: $495)

(Before GST: $495)

$376.20

$574.20

(Before GST: $297)

(Before GST: $495)

Post-Secondary Education Account (PSEA)
What is PSEA? Singaporean Citizens can use his/her PSEA funds to pay for
approved fees and charges for WSQ programmes. The PSEA will be closed when
the account holder turns 31. Any unused funds in the PSEA will be transferred
to the account holder’s CPF.

Skillsfuture Enterprise Credit (SFEC)
For SSG-funded courses, companies can tap on the SFEC to subsidise up to
90% of out-of-pocket fees (i.e. nett course fees after funding, certification fees,
assessment fees) for WSQ courses, capped at $10,000 per company.

COURSE SCHEDULES

Course Duration: 2 Days (9am – 6pm)
View Available Course Dates via
https://www.equinetacademy.com/courses/facebook-advertising-course-registration/

Online classroom and Face-to-face learning modes available.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

FAQs
+ Do I have to prepare anything before attending
the course?
For in-person training, do bring along a laptop. You also have the
option to loan a laptop from us for the duration of the course. You
may also want to bring along a jacket in case the room gets cold.
For online classes, do ensure you have a functional laptop and
have Zoom installed prior to class. For more details, you may read
the Online-based Classroom Learner Guide.
As there will be WSQ assessments conducted in this course, you are
required to bring along your NRIC or any form of photo
identification for ID verification purposes.
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+ Do I need a Facebook account for this
course?
Yes. You will be required to have an active Facebook account
before the course starts.

+ Do I need to have a Facebook page?
You do not need to create a Facebook page prior to attending the
course as during the course you will be taught, step by step, how to
create a Facebook page.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

FAQs (CONT…)
+ Can I run ads for Instagram after

+ How is this course different from the social media

attending this course?

marketing course offered by Equinet Academy?

Yes, this course covers running advertisements on Instagram and
you will most certainly be able to run ads for Instagram after
attending this course.

This course focuses primarily on the Facebook platform and goes
in-depth into the various features used by marketers (Ads, Events,
Groups, Pages, Marketplace, O ers).

+ Do I need to have a business/personal website
for the course?
No, you do not need to have a business or a personal website for
this course as you will be running ad simulations for a dummy
website. However, if you do have an existing website you would like
to run ads for, you may simulate running ads for it during the handson practical sessions.

ff
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The WSQ Social Media Marketing course covers a comprehensive
overview of various popular social media platforms and how to
develop and implement a social media marketing strategy.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

FAQs (CONT…)
+ How much does it cost to advertise on

+ Can't I take the Official Facebook Blueprint

Facebook?

Certification course online? What value does this

The fundamentals of Facebook advertising is based on an “Auction
Model”. What this means is that you are essentially competing with
other people that are advertising on Facebook (also known as
“Advertisers”), and the highest bid wins.
On average, what we have seen is that the CPC (cost per click) cost
for Facebook advertising ranges from $0.23 SGD to $5.15 SGD per
click. Similarly, the CPM (cost per 1000 impression) cost for Facebook
advertising ranges from $2.07 SGD to $59.72 SGD per CPM.
So the short answer is that the cost of advertising on Facebook really
depends on many di erent factors. There’s no single fixed cost figure
that you can accurately benchmark with.
Read this article to understand the factors involved that might a ect
the costs of advertising on Facebook

ff
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course add?
This course curriculum structured di erently from the o icial
Facebook Blueprint Certification courses. This course o ers a very
hands on approach with real world case studies so that you will be
able to apply these Facebook marketing strategies learnt in the
course in real life practical situations.
Moreover, our trainers are industry experts who can clarify your
doubts in real time. We also o er post-training support which
includes unlimited 2-hour Ask Me Anything sessions with an
industry expert for up to 3 years, an online refresher seat within 3
years post-training, access to an insider community, and 3-year
access to up-to-date courseware via the learning management
system.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

FAQs (CONT…)
+ Are there any funding or government subsidies
for this course?

consult the trainer?

You may be eligible for up to 70% SkillsFuture subsidies. If you
wish to check your funding eligibility, you may complete step 1
of the course registration form to check your nett course fees
payable after all available subsidies.

Yes, you may contact your trainer after the course. There are
other post-training support channels such as the Equinet
Academy Insider Community where you may network with
like-minded individuals and industry experts and live Ask Me
Anything sessions where you may seek advice from a subject
matter expert.

For more information on all available course funding/grants/
subsidies, you may check out this FAQ page.
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+ If I have any questions after the course, can I

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

FAQs (CONT…)
+ What is the difference between online classroom

+ Can't I learn everything over the internet?

and in-person classroom learning modes?

Our courses offer a very hands on approach so that you will
be able to apply what you learn immediately. Moreover, our
trainers are industry practitioners who will be able to answer
your questions and offer expert advice in real time.

Typically, in a traditional classroom, classes are conducted with 1
trainer to 20 – 24 learners in a cluster or classroom seating format.
Group discussions, group presentations, lectures, peer-to-peer
coaching are all conducted face-to-face (in-person).
In an online-based classroom, lessons will be delivered via a video
conferencing software, Zoom. Lectures will be conducted via
screensharing, while group discussions and group brainstorming
will be conducted via “breakout” rooms (individual virtual rooms)
to split up discussions into smaller groups.
Both learning modes essentially offer the same course content and
learning outcomes.
Read the Online-based Classroom Learner Guide for a more
detailed comparison on both formats.
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We also offer post-training support which includes 2-hour Ask
Me Anything sessions with an industry expert for up to 3
years, an online refresher seat within 3 years post-training,
access to an insider community, and 3-year access to up-todate courseware via the learning management system.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

FAQs (CONT…)
+ Will there be video recordings of the session

+ Are these short courses sufficient to achieve

made available for reference after class?

desirable learning outcomes?

Unfortunately, we are unable to provide video recordings of
the class due to PDPA regulations (Personal Data Protection
Act). However, all courseware and e-learning videos are
accessible online via the learning management system for 3
years. You may also sign up for a complimentary online
refresher course for up to 3 years post-training.

Equinet Academy’s courses are meticulously designed to provide
bite-sized yet comprehensive information that are highly relevant to
the industry's needs. Through a combination of individual project
work, peer-to-peer interaction, and practice and feedback, trainees
can immediately apply the concepts learnt in class to their real
world projects.
If you feel that you have not met the learning objectives at the end
of the course, you are always welcomed to re-sit the course online
without any additional cost. You will also have full access to the
courseware online which you may review during and after the
course, and post-training support to address any challenges you
may face along your learning journey through consultation with
subject matter experts.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

FAQs (CONT…)
+ I'm still unsure whether this course can help
me meet my objectives.
If you are unsure about your learning objectives, you may use
the Course Selector Tool to get course recommendations
tailored to your needs. If you are still unsure whether this
course is suitable for you, please leave your contact details
here. A course consultant will get in touch with you to
recommend appropriate course(s) based on your learning
objectives.
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NICF WSQ FACEBOOK MARKETING AND
ADVERTISING COURSE

SkillsFuture Funding Available*

SIGN UP NOW
*www.equinetacademy.com/facebook-marketing-advertising-course/
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Registered Course Names and Course Codes:

Accounting and Corporate Regulatory

Course Support Period:
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Authority (ACRA) registration number:

19 Aug 2022 - 18 Aug 2024 (In-person classes)
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19 Aug 2022 - 18 Aug 2024 (E-learning Classes)

(SYNCHRONOUS E-LEARNING) | TGS-2022015224

